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Our Specialist Verruca and Wart Treatments
include the very latest proven technologies for
the speedy and effective removal of even the
most persistent of these unsightly and often
painful viral infections.
LASER TREATMENT
Our specialist medical grade Laser equipment has
proven the most effective means of killing off this
viral infection. It is used as our front line of attack
particularly where Verrucae or Warts have resisted
treatment from other over the counter and
traditional products. Failure to respond to
treatment is often caused by other underlying
Verrucae protecting the resistant visible ones. Our
Laser treatment is particularly effective at bringing
these concealed ones to the surface where they can
be eradicated.
Benefits of Laser treatment:
♦ Pain Free
♦ Ideal for Children
♦ Speedily treats wide areas of infection
♦ Permanent solution with very low
reoccurrence rate
♦ Ideal for Mosaic and Cluster Verrucae
♦ Treatable to a wider range of Patients
including Diabetics
CRYOFLEX TREATMENT
For individual Verrucas and warts we use the latest
CryoFlex equipment (shown in the front picture).
We apply a gold tipped probe directly onto the
verruca/wart. The probe is then rapidly frozen to a
very low temperature, which is transferred through
the verruca/wart to the root. The temperature is
completely controllable and the freezing can be
stopped instantaneously.
Conventional cryosurgery with liquid nitrogen can
cause extreme discomfort is uncontrollable and
may not get to the root of the verruca/wart. Our
CryoFlex system is not only highly effective on
suitable lesions but also much more Patient
friendly.

CLINICAL REMOVAL
Historically clinical removal has not been an
option due to the high reoccurrence rates and
unsatisfactory result of the use of a scalpel. At
the MK Clinic we now have the very latest
Radio Surgical equipment for precise clean
excision of Verrucas. The Procedure is carried
out under local anaesthetic and combined with
our comprehensive after care and Laser
treatment provides rapid healing and recovery
with low reoccurrence and discomfort rates .
TREATMENT COSTS
Treatments are subject to our standard
session charges + an additional small charge
for the treatment based upon the amount
required. These charges range from £3 for
Cryosurgery and from £5 for Laser. Clinical
removal Prices including full after care sessions
and are typically around£350.
We treat many Patients from single
Verrucae to infestations of the whole foot.
The combination of the latest modern
equipment together with the skill of our
team of Practitioners ensures an
effective and speedy solution to this often
resilient problem. Our treatments are
suitable for use on both Verrucae and
common Warts and can be applied to the
hands, feet and facial areas where these
problems occur. In addition we have
solutions suitable for children and adults of
all ages
All treatments are carried out by our team of
fully qualified Chiropodists/Podiatrists and
Foot Health Professionals.
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